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SGA Presidential Canidates Debate
By Joseph Terrell
SGA Correspondent

Pep Band Goes to
Kearney, page 2
Planetoid Discovered
Beyond Pluto, page 3

The two candidates for
SGA President and their re
spective running mates went
head to head in debate Mon
day night at 7:00 PM in 'the
Pit.' Dr. Paul Johnston, As
sistant Vice President for Stu
dent Affairs, served as the
moderator. Luckily, his sen
vices as moderator were not
needed in the debate due to
the mild demeanor and com
posure of all four candidates
involved.'
To begin the debate, both
sides were allowed to intro
duce themselves and commu
nicate to the audience what
their goals for the SGA Presi
dency/Vice-Presidency are.

The first to do this was Kimberly Battle, Presidential Can
didate. She listed her creden
tials for the job: three years
as a member of SGA, has held
two chair positions of com
mittees, and is the current
Executive Vice-President of
SGA. The goals she set forth
in her introductory remarks
were to unify the SGA by fur
ther reaching out to the clubs.
She wants to help clubs/or
ganizations advertise, recruit,
and retain members. Battle
also pointed to campus se
curity as a concern that her
candidacy hopes to address.
The next speaker was
Battle's running mate, Carol
Steelman. Steelman is a se
nior electrical engineering
major who is currently serv-

SGA Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates square
off in Monday's debate.

ing her second term as a senator in the SGA. She is the
Campus Affairs Chair and has
authored or coauthored 5
pieces of legislation while
also working to resolve problems with the Caf6.
Presidential candidate

Eric Thacker gave his introductory remarks after
Steelman finished. Thacker's
qualifications for the position
of President of SGA are as
follows: he was RHA President as a freshman, is an AlTERRELL on page10

Differential Equations Now MA238
By Chris Brown
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Editor-in-Chief
The current Introduction
to Differential Equations
(MA 324) class in the Math
ematics Department will be
changed to Applied Differen
tial Equations (MA 238) be
ginning in the fall of 2004.
Math Department Chair
Dr Kyle Siegrist noted sev
eral reasons for the change.
The primary reason was to
comply with the Alabama
General Studies Curriculum.
This is a set of core courses
such as pre-calculus, calcu
lus, linear algebra, and differ
ential equations, that are
freely transferable between
state schools including the

other University of Alabama
system schools as well as
two-year institutions.
Previously, students were
taking a 200-level differential
equations course at another
institution, and UAH was
then compelled to give trans
fer credit for the more in
volved 300-level course here,
even though the courses
were not entirely equivalent.
'The change in the course
is not just a name change,"
said Siegrist. Previously, Cal
culus C (MA 201) was a pre
requisite for the differential
equations course and Linear
Algebra (MA 244) was a corequisite. Now, Calculus B
(MA 172) will be a pre-requisite and Calculus C will be a

co-requisite.
The content of the course
will also see some changes.
Currently there are some ele
ments of linear algebra and
other advanced topics in the
differential equations class.
In the new class some ele
ments such as eigenvalues
and eigenvectors will be
dropped.
Currently it is not ex
pected that any of the majors
for which differential equa
tions is a requirement, includ
ing engineering disciplines,
physics, and computer sci
ence, will change their math
requirements based on the
changes to the differential
equations course.
The biggest effect on the

students will be in the re
quirements for a math minor.
Previously, an engineering,
physics, or computer science
major needed only to take one
math class above their majorrequired classes to get a mi
nor. The minor requires at
least six credit hours above
the 300 level, so these stu
dents would now need two
additional classes for a math
minor.
Anyone who has previ
ously taken the 300-level ver
sion of differential equations
will still be able to use that
toward a minor. The math de
partment also plans to honor
any Program of Study that
has already declared the 300level version.

Philosophy Expands, Includes Race
By Ginger Carter
Dr. Charles Mills, Profes
sor of Philosophy at the Uni
versity of Illinois at Chicago,
recently delivered two lec
tures at UAH on the topic of
Philosophy and race. Mills,
the author of three books,
presented as his general the
sis in both lectures the as
sertion that the discipline of
Philosophy should expand in
order to be inclusive of the
experiences of people of
color.
His first presentation,
"Race and Philosophy," was
given to the UAH Honors
Forum, under the auspices of
the Visiting Eminent Scholar
in the Humanities program,
on Wednesday, March 3 in
Morton Hall, room 200. His
second presentation, as Dis
tinguished Visiting Professor,
was sponsored by the UAH

Philosophy Department and
the Humanities Center Publie Lecture program. Titled
"Philosophy and Race: The
Whiteness of Being," this
presentation was delivered
on Friday, March 5, at 7:30
PM in Roberts Recital Hall
and was accompanied by an
extensive handout. Both pre
sentations were very well at
tended and were followed by
questions from the audi
ences.
Dr. Mills maintains that
"conceptual Whiteness"
persists throughout the dis
cipline of Philosophy, with
the result that the experiences
of people of color remain unaddressed within the various
philosophical branches. He
cites the influence, in his
work, of Rogers Smith, author
of "Civic Ideals: Conflicting
Visions of Citizenship in U.S.
History," who maintains that

Dr. Charles Mills, Professor of Philosophy, University of
Illinois at Chicago.

political texts have tended to
represent the United States
as an egalitarian society while
simultaneously disregarding
the reality that race issues are
marginalized and people of
color continue to be viewed
as second-class citizens, de
spite remedial legislation.
Dr. Mills also cites the in
fluence of feminist theorist
Carole Pateman, author of

"The Sexual Contract." Mills
and Pateman are currently
involved in a project to pro
duce a book tentatively titled
"Contract and Domination."
In order to facilitate dia
logue about race issues. Mills
encourages a conceptual fo
cus on the larger systems that
perpetuate racism, rather than
a focus on individuals, so

MILLS on page9
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Ember Swift Brings Indie Music and Politics of Peace
By Ginger Carter
Canadian independent
musician Ember Swift made
her first Huntsville appear
ance on Saturday, March 13
at 7:30 PM in a well-attended
concert at UAH's Chan Au
ditorium. The performance
was notable for both musical
virtuosity and political con
tent of the song lyrics in fa
vor of peace activism.
The event was spon
sored by the UAH Women's
Studies program and by the
SGA, who provided a generous^rant. ^

^

Although EmberSwift, on
acoustic guitar and vocals,
and Lyndell Montgomery,
who alternates on bass, gui
tar, vocals, and electric vio
lin, represented the totality of
the band, their impressive ar
ray of electronic enhance
ment devices, including sam
plers, rendered a full and sub
stantive performance.
The performance pieces
included calls for personal
accountability with regard to
the issues of racism and
peace. Lighter moments in
cluded a song in French Swjft's first - that was per-

formed with imaginary cos
tume and props.
One of the notable ele
ments of the performance was
the strong and consistent
level of connection between
the musicians and the mem
bers of the audience. The
atmosphere in the hall dif
fered considerably from the
generic commercial format of
hierarchical differentiation
between "stars" and "fans."
After the performance. Ember
Swift and Lyndell Montgom
ery went* out into the Chan
Auditorium lobby to meet
and talk with the people who

attended the concert.
UAH graduate student
Simone Hiils first met and
heard Ember Swift perform in
Nashville and has "wanted to
bring the band to UAH ever
since." Hiils worked tire
lessly to make Saturday's
concert event a reality.
She continues to be en
thusiastic about the band.
"Ember and Lyndell are two
amazing individuals. Not
only are they extremely tal
ented musicians, but they
come equipped with great
amounts of infectious happiness and positive enen>y.

They performed beautifully
and the concert lifted
everyone's spirits. Ember
and Lyndell enjoyed their
first trip to Huntsville and
commented several times on
the great individuals they
got to meet here."
Hiils views the concert as
a success. "The Women's
Studies Department did not
make money on this event;
however, the goal was to get
the community together for
an evening of great music,
and that goal was definitely
met."
Ember Swj£t was selected

Toronto's Vocalist of the Year
in 2001, by NOW magazine.
She has recorded seven CDalbums on her independent
label Few'll Ignite Sound. The
label's motto is: "May the few
who ignite sound fuel a
change in the night. May the
few who fuel change ignite
sound into light."
Ember Swift is active in all
areas of management of the
band and also advises other
independent musicians in
their careers.

of Public Health is offering
free training in Huntsville,
Montgomery and Birming
ham to Alabama residents
who are interested in attend
ing. The training will provide
individuals with a knowledge
and understanding of how to
respond should an attack oc
cur in Alabama. Continuing
Education will teach a greater
depth of understanding and
help with any new methods
of attack. By this training it

will assist individuals in how * tacting Jessica Hardy, Alato react quickly and without
bama Department of Public
so much shock and havoc.
Health in Montgomery at
Training will be provided
(334)206-5226.
in Huntsville, AL, Sunday,
Volunteer nurses are be
March 21, from 1-5 PM at the
ing sought out to assist in ad
Von Braun Center, Sunday,
ministering inoculations or
April 18, from 1-5 PM at the
any other necessary tasks.
Montgomery Civic Center in
Anthrax, smallpox inocula
Montgomery and Sunday,
tions or any other substance
May 2,1-5 PM at the Birming attack would require a multi
ham Jefferson Civic Center in tude of staff to provide care
Birmingham. Registration in to all Alabama residents.
formation is available by con- Large clinics would need to

be staffed and having volun
teer nurses in place to serve
the community is an impor
tant factor to the Alabama
Department of Health.
If a catastrophic emer
gency occurs, local supplies
of drugs and medical equip
ment could run out but the
federal government would re
spond quickly to re-furbish
supplies from the Strategic
National Stockpile.
For more information on

Alabama's Emergency Pre
paredness you can visit their
website
at
http://
www.alalm.org/Articles/
emergency_management.htm.
Contact Jessica Hardy at (334)
206-5226 if you would like to
register to attend the training
or if you are a licensed nurse
in Alabama and would like to
find out more information
about volunteering.

Training for Emergency Preparedness in Alabama
By Joanne Eskreis
Being prepared for a
bioterrorist attack is impor
tant worldwide. From 9/11 to
the recent Madrid bombing
we see that terrorists are ev
erywhere and can cause de
struction of great magni
tudes. Preparing for the af
termath is important for gov
ernment officials and citizens
as well.
The Alabama Department

Pep Band Goes to Kearney

mpus
What are you doing for Spring Break?

Sidney Birdwell
Chemical Engineering - Sophmore
"I'm headed up to Tennessee to
visit friends and family."

Jed Sheehan
Political Science-Freshman
"I'm headed to my parents' house
in Minnesota."

By Chris Brown
Editor-in-Chief

This year's SGA-sponsored hockey road trip made
the 1000 mile journey to
Kearney, Nebraska, site of
the 2003 and 2004 College
Hockey America tourna
ments. Busses left Thursday
evening, March 11, and re
turned Sunday afternoon,
March 14.
The UAH Pep Band took
advantage of the opportu
nity and accounted for the
majority of students that
made the trip.
This trip marked the
fourth SGA sponsored
hockey road trip attempted.
The first trip to watch the
Chargers play rival Wayne
State University in Detroit
three years ago was a huge
success, as was last year's

The UAH Pep Band poses in the Tri-City Arena in Kearney,
Nebraska.

trip to Niagara Falls, New
York, to watch the Chargers
play Niagara University. Two
years ago a scheduled road
trip to the University of Ne
braska at Omaha was can
celled, as the timing of the
trip disallowed many stu
dents from being able to
come.
The UAH Pep Band has

YOU HAVE AN
OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?
Laura Moore
Business Management-Sophmore
"I'll be working and taking on the adventure of babysitting my 13 year old
brother and all his friends."

I

Deayrus Smith
MIS & Business AdministrationJunior
"I'm staying here to work."

vote online
www.uahexponent.c6m

played at every CHA tourna
ment thus far and has received
a warm welcome at Kearney's
Tri-City arena the last two
years. At the 2003 tournament
the band was even asked to
play the national anthem for
the games in the first two
rounds.
"Everything
went
smoothly; I just wish we
could have played at more
games," said Pep Band Direc
tor Doug Childs. "The local
hockey fans really seemed to
appreciate having a band
there, and the tournament co
ordinator was pleased to see
us again."
According to one woman
who identified herself as a fan
from East Lansing, Michigan,
"This band beats the Michi
gan State University band
hands down."
The UAH Pep Band is al
ways looking for more people.
According to Childs, if you
can proficiently play an in
strument you can join. Go to
www.uahpepband.org f°r
more information on joining-
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Science-Tech
Planetoid Discovered Beyond Pluto
By David Hewitt
There is a new addition to
the sun's growing family of
planet-sized objects, the lat
est discovery sitting in the
super cold fringes of the so
lar system. The new plan
etoid, dubbed Sedna after the
Inuit goddess of the sea, is
part of a growing class of
objects known as the Kuiper
Belt. These objects. First dis
covered in 1992, are com
posed mostly of ice and a
little bit of rock and range in
size from 5 to 2000 km in di
ameter. The astronomer
Gerard Kuiper predicted the
existence of these objects as
far back as the 1940s, and
therefore they were named
after him once they were dis
covered. Many scientists

group Pluto and its moon
Charon as Kuiper objects,
Pluto being the largest ex
ample of such an object. This
has stirred a debate as to
whether Pluto should even
be considered a planet to be
gin with.
The discovery of Sedna
will undoubtedly fuel the
controversy of minimum
planet size, for based on cur
rent estimatesSedna is nearly
the same size as Pluto at al
most 2000 km in diameter.
Based on standard albedo
(reflectivity) measurements,
Sedna is estimated to orbit at
a distance of some 10 billion
kilometers from the sun, mak
ing it the farthest known ob
ject discovered orbiting the
sun. This figure is uncon
firmed, for there has not been
enough observational data

yet to give a more complete
picture of Sedna's actual or
bit and size. What is already
known to precision is
Sedna's orbital inclination
determined to be a large
twenty degrees to the eclip
tic, higher even than Pluto's
seventeen degrees, long
considered to be an anomaly
among the otherwise more
planar orbits of the other
planets.
The discovery was made
by a group of California In
stitute of Technology as
tronomers led by Michael
Brown using the 48-inch
Samuel Oschin Telescope at
Palomar Observatory and the
recently installed QUEST
CCD camera. The QUEST
camera is part of the latest
generation of super sensitive
digital cameras developed to

systematically study differ
ent regions of the sky every
night. This same system was
used to discover the previ
ous record holder for size and
distance in the Kuiper Belt,
Quaoar, in late 2002. Later on,
after sifting through photo
graphic plates dating back to
the beginning of the last cen
tury, Quaoar was found on
many plates and old photo
graphs. Using this data,
Quaoar's orbit was precisely
determined. Astronomers are
now on the hunt for old pho
tographic evidence of Sedna
hoping to use the same tech
nique to map its orbit. As
tronomers also plan to make
use of the Hubble Space Tele
scope and the new Spitzer
Infrared Space Telescope to
make better size measure
ments of Sedna.

Ruling Hampers RIAA Lawsuits
By Chris Brown
Editor-in-Chief
The Federal Appeals
court for the District of Co
lumbia circuit ruled in Decem
ber that the Recording Indus
try Association of America
(RIAA) cannot subpoena
Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) for personal informa
tion of customers. In effect
the ruling will also cause the
RIAA to have to subpoena
and file lawsuits against de
fendants one by one, unlike
the broad waves of suits it
initiated last year.
The ruling came after chal
lenges from ISP Verizon,

which claimed the methods
used by the RIAA were ille
gal. A lower court had previ
ously ruled in favor of the
RIAA, opening the door for
last year's lawsuits.
The RIAA used an un
conventional subpoena
strategy based on controver
sial provisions in the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act
(DMCA) that allowed copy
right holders to bypass the
normal judicial process re
quiring a judge to review and
sign subpoena requests. The
court held that peer-to-peer
file-sharing, the method by
which alleged copyright vio
lations are occurring, was not

mentioned in the DMCA be
cause it was not yet known
to be a threat to copyrights,
and that the court could not
re-write the act to include
new threats.
The ruling allows ISPs like
Verizon to breathe a sigh of
relief, as they cannot be held
responsible for what their
users do online. "It is a nice
holiday present for people
who use the Internet," said
John Thorne, general legal
counsel for Verizon, in a
TechTV interview, 'They do
not have to fear the RIAA
sending them subpoenas be
cause they happen to be
online."

The biggest change for
the RIAA is that they will
now have to file a "John
Doe" lawsuit against every
alleged file-swapper indepen
dently, which will require far
more resources and time per
lawsuit. This fact could limit
the number of alleged viola
tors that the RIAA has the
ability to pursue.
RIAA executives have
said that this will cause
greater intrusion upon indi
viduals rather than less, and
will cause the RIAA to be
unable to notify future tar
gets before an official lawsuit
is filed and settle as they have
in the past.

UAH History Learns From Gladiator
By the UAH History
Club
The newly chartered His
tory Club at UAH met for
snacks and a movie on Tues
day, February 17 in Roberts
Hall. The movie Gladiator,
released in 2000, starring
Russell Crowe and Joaquin
Phoenix.
Gladiator is set in 180
AD, the final year of Marcus
Aurelius' reign (161 AD-180
AD) as emperor. The Roman
army, led by fictional Maximus Decimus Berilus
(Russell Crowe) is fighting
the Germanic barbarians in
the Marcomannic War. A dy
ing Marcus Aurelius, en
camped with his men, plans
to name Maximus as his suc
cessor. After the fighting is
over. Lucius Aurelius
Commodus and Annia

Auerelia Galeria Lucilla, the
children of Marcus Aurelius
arrived ceremoniously pre
pared for battle. When
Commodus learns that he is
to be passed over in favor of
Maximus, he suffocates his
father and claims the throne.
Commodus orders the death
of Maximus and triumphantly
returns to Rome as emperor.
In the meantime, Maximus
escapes his executioners and
returns home to find his farm
ransacked and his wife and
son murdered. Captured by a
gladiatorial owner (Lanista),
Maximus chooses a path of
vengeance through the gladi
atorial arena. Posing as 'the
Spaniard,' Maximus fights his
way to the Coliseum in Rome,
eventually answering a chal
lenge from Commodus to
meet in the arena. Maximus
is
victorious
over
Commodus. however, he dies

as a result of his wounds.
Marcus Aurelius(161AD180 AD) was indeed an em
peror of Rome, as was
Commodus (180 AD-192 AD).
Most historians consider
Marcus Aurelius a philoso
pher, military leader, and lover
of peace. His son, on the
other hand, was quite differ
ent, however, Marcus
Aurelius planned to name
Commodus as heir to his
throne. According to Gib
bons, author of The History

of the Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire, Commodus
was a spoiled egotistical man.
He participated in 735 gladi
atorial fights and portrayed
himself as a Roman Hercules
killing wild animals in the
arena. After learning of a plot
by his sister. Lucilla. and his
wife. Crispina. to kill him.
v. ommodus hud ihc women
exiled and murdered. Becom

ing more and more fearful and
bloodthirsty, Commodus fi
nally met his demise on New
Year's Eve of 192 AD through
his mistress, Marcia, two of
his ministers, his Praetorian
Perfect Laetus and Electus,
and a young wrestler.
Gladiator is quite histori
cally accurate. Rome was the
center of the Roman Empire
and very cosmopolitan with
an eclectic population. The
gladiatorial fights were rep
resentative of this population
as each gladiator was dressed
according to his homeland or
prowess. The Coliseum
served as the center of politi
cal debate and public spec
tacle as it is represented in
the film. As Lucilla states in
the film, the mob was the
voice of Rome. That voice
was heard no place better
than the gladiatorial games in
the Coliseum.

Butterflies are getting
too much credit
By John Corda
During an interview with Bill Gates in 1994 Rich
Karlgaard of Forbes magazine asked the billionaire if
his great success indicated that he had been lucky.
Readers would be interested in how he thought he
became the richest man in the world. He might have
talked about his father, a wealthy attorney who helped
him sue for software royalties in 1976 or his mother
who personally knew John Opel (chairman of IBM in
1981), and who helped him get the meeting that made
Microsoft's first operating system contract possible.
He gave however what many at the time considered a
strange answer. He said "some butterfly did the right
thing for me."
Since Hollywood and the media have picked up on
chaos theory recently, many would now understand
that Mr. Gates was referring to its so-called butterfly
effect. The term is attributed to the meteorologist Lorenz
who gave a paper in 1972 titled "Does the Flap of a
Butterfly's Wings in Brazil set off a Tornado in Texas?"
Chaos is probably a misleading name for the theory.
English dictionaries still define the word as synony
mous with disorder or confusion. Mathematicians how
ever are studying certain events in nature where ex
tremely small changes in initial conditions produce a
huge change in the outcome. What appears to be ran
dom behavior in a system can be modeled but then this
is not really chaotic because the experiments are repeatable and the equations are definitely not disor
dered.
Unlike the mathematical study of initial condition
sensitivity, "chaos" as used in the American culture is
probably better viewed as some kind of religious con
viction because there is "faith" required to believe it.
We trust that space-time, matter and gravity follow the
rules of Newtonian and quantum physics but conve
niently sprinkle on just enough chaos where neces
sary to make things work. A big bang without any rea
son coming from nowhere going into everything is
chaos in the true sense of the word. We expect our
bodies and environment to obey those laws of phys
ics but become uncomfortable when considering they
originated from an intelligent creator. Let us just say
"BANG and it happened."
It is amusing to watch the latest advertisement cam
paign for MSN depicting a butterfly watching over
every customer, doing the right thing at the right time,
like a guardian angel. But the simplistic image of every
life event being attributed to some butterfly flapping
its wings is not really part of chaos theory or science at
all. If we scale the butterfly effect to the size of the
solar system, we should then be asking if the recent
transfer of the extremely small amount of Earth's mass
in NASA's Spirit robot to Mars will set some distant
cluster of galaxies spinning out of control. Why should
we not be worried about that? Well, just.Jiave a little
faith.

Public Service
Announcement
UAH student Vishal Sharma is
spearheading a petition to extend
Salmon Library hours until 2:00AM
on weekdays and midnight on week
ends. If you want the library hours
extended
as
such
email
uah_library@yahoo.com with your
name, class, major, and a valid email
address to be added to the petition.
We need everyone's support to ex
tend our access to this vital resource.
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

UAH Season Is Over Too Quickly

Hockey
March 12 Wayne St. L 5-3

onds into the second period.
UAH goal tender Scott
Sports Writer
Munroe was then relieved in
favor of Senior Adam
Remembering their last MacLean.
meeting, UAH hoped to gain
It was not until the eight
some revenge against the minute mark that UAH would
Wayne State Warriors and respond to Wayne State, as
advance to the CHA semi-fi Jared Ross notched his 18th
nals.
goal of the season on a power
Wayne State 5, UAH 3 F play goal assisted by Craig
(March 12)
Bushey and Ryan Brown.
T-o'
The Chargers came ready
UAH would retake the
to play at the CHA Tourna
lead at 13:14 in the second c
a
"O
ment in Kearney, Nebraska. period as Craig Bushey O
The Charger offense looked scored a power play goal of QJ
very different since their last his own with a Bruce £
^. 2* * »5
outing against Wayne State. Mulherin and Jared Ross as
UAH would score the sist. Wayne State returned
game's first goal of the night
the favor at 16:54 to tie the
UAH forward Jared Ross puts the puck past Wayne State
as Jared Ross sent the puck game again at 3-3.
netminder Matt Kelly in the first round of the CHA
between the pipes at the 7:33
After the second inter tournament.
mark in the first period.
mission, both teams were de sixth attacker on the ice. Un Charger Hockey team on a
Wayne State would an termined to win. Wayne fortunately for our boys in hard-fought season, as we
swer back about seven min State would make the first blue, it was not meant to be. say goodbye to seniors
utes later, at the 14:18 mark in score at 6:14 mark in the third
Wayne State cleared the Adam MacLean (G), Jackson
the first period to even up the period to take the lead 4-3.
puck from there own zone Harren (LW), and Steve
score at 1-1.
After about thirteen min
right into the empty Charger Milosevski (LW). The UAH
After the first intermis utes of strong defensive play net with eight seconds left in Chargers wish them the best
sion, Wayne State opened up and no score change, UAH regulation to win the game, of luck for the future.
their offense quickly as the would pull goaltender Adam 5-3.
Warriors took the lead 24 sec MacLean in order to field a
Congratulations to the

By Chris Karigan

Softball
March 12 St. Leo W 2-1
March 12 St. Leo W 3-2
March 14 Albany St. W 9-1
March 14 Albany St. W 12-0

Upcoming Games.
March 19-20 Lady Owl Classic (Kennesaw St.)

Baseball
March 12 Cal. Pa W 3-2
March 12 Cal. Pa W 15-2

Upcoming Games.
March 20 West Alabama (Home) 3:00 p.m.
March 21 West Alabama (Home) 1:00 p.m.

Track and Field
Upcoming Meets.
March 19-21 Alabama Relays (Tuscaloosa, AL)

The Exponents currently looking for
Sports Writers. If you are interested
please contact Ronak Patel at
sports@exponent.uah.edu.

The gravy train is about to end.
It's a darn shame. Fortunately, you have MonsterTRAK1 to help you land your first job. It's the #1 online
career site dedicated to helping students find jobs and internships. Search a huge range of job postings
targeted specifically to your school, get job hunting tips, check out employer information and
you can find the perfect job, and start your own trust fund.
Visit www.uahexponent.com/career today.

more. So

JY\ G fl S16 X~TRAK
today s the day
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UAH Lady Charger Softball on Home Winning Streak
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1.--"TJ""" h»
home™ of the
twice. Hamby also drove in Guffey's first dinger of the
fourth inning. UAH came
season and scored twice.
two runs on a double.
season and it cut the Saint back to tie the game in the
Stephanie Pinto also had two
Freshman first baseman
Freshman
Jessica Leo lead to 2-1.
bottom of the inning on
The 21st ranked UAH
hits and drove in a run.
Stephanie Pinto hit a pair of McKleroy (1-0) finally picked
The Chargers found an back-to-back doubles by
softball team continued to
Lindsey Skinner (7-2)
homers and drove in seven up her first win as a Charger,
angel in the infield in the de Summer Reeves and Ashley
roll, winning all six games last
scattered eight Cougar hits
runs to lead the 21st ranked after tossing four no-deci
cisive inning. After catcher Potter. Potter's rip down the
week. The Chargers are now
and struck out one to earn the
UAH softball team to a 9-1 sions. She gave up two hits,
Summer
Reeves singled with third base line sent Reeves
on a ten-game winning
win.
win over Albany State in the while striking out three and
one out, Ashley Potter to the plate at knotting the
streak.
The Chargers got on the
opening game of a doublewalking three in five innings. reached on a fielder's choice.
score at 1-1.
The Chargers won in
board with three runs in the
header Sunday afternoon.
UAH 2, St. Leo 1; UAH 3, Pincher runner Tiffany
In the next inning, UAH
several different ways. There
first inning. Pinto logged the
The Chargers also won the St. Leo 2 F (March 12)
Trainer was called safe at
took the lead when Potter
were a pair of easy wins,
first score with an RBI single,
second game 12-0. The wins
The UAH softball team second when Lion second
drew a walk with the bases
grouped in with some dra
scoring Sara Winn, who
increased the UAH winning
scored a pair of dramatic runs baseman Denyve Duncan
loaded. Lindsey Skinner (8matic close shaves. In the
reached on an error. Pinto
streak to ten games.
in the bottom of the seventh could not hold on to the force
2) held on to the lead, earn
process the Chargers
later scored on a single by
UAH piled up thirteen to steal a 3-2 win away from
out.
ing her eighth win of the sea
outscored their three oppo
Ashley Potter. Jenny Hess
hits in the opener. The Charg Saint Leo University in the
After the next batter, Jes son. She gave up seven hits
nents, Columbus State, Saint
plated the third run, sending
ers also stole a school record second game of a doublesica McKleroy, went down and struck out three in seven
Leo and Albany State 33-4.
Reeves home with a sacrifice
eleven bases against the header at Kiwanis Sportsplex.
swinging,
both Trainer and innings.
Each UAH pitcher earned at
flyGolden Rams. All but one The Chargers also won the
pinch runner Mary Farris
Rachel Hamby and Sara
least one shutout during the
Reeves led off the threeCharger in the lineup had at opener 2-1. The sweep kept
moved
into scoring position Winn each had two hits in the
week.
run third inning with a solo
least one hit. Pinto finished
the 21st ranked Chargers'
on a wild pitch. That set the game, while Potter was 1-forMeanwhile, on offense
shot. Then, two outs later
2-for-2 with a walk and a sac winning streak alive at eight
stage for sophomore out 2 with a double and two RBIs.
the Chargers batted .333 with
Hamby rounded out the scor
rifice. Rachel Hamby, Sara
games.
fielder Kristin Spencer, who
UAH 6, Columbus St. 0;
five home runs, three triples
ing with a two-run single.
Winn and Kristin Spencer
Saint Leo pitcher Katie delivered with a blast that fell
UAH
1, Columbus St. 0 F
and eight doubles. The
In the nightcap, Hess got
also had two hits each.
Heintz virtually handcuffed just out of the reach of Burns
(March 10)
Chargers even set a new
the best of a pitcher's duel to
Sophomore right-hander the UAH offense, tossing
and short-hopped the fence.
The 21st ranked Chargers
school record for stolen
improve to 8-1. She held the
Lindsey Skinner (9-2) held the five hitless innings. Charger
Both
Trainer and Farris pushed their winning streak
bases in a game. Individually, Golden Rams to two hits,
Cougars to four hits, while
hurler Jenny Hess was also scored to end the game.
to six games with a solid 6-0,
senior Rachel Hamby was 9striking out three. CSU
while striking out seven and
doing a masterful job pitch
Hess improved to 9-1 with 1-0 sweep of Columbus State
of-17 for the week, with a
pitcher Megan Sherwood
walking two to earn the win.
ing around four UAH errors the win, going the distance
University in Birmingham on
double and five RBIs. Fresh
also did her best to keep the
In the second game, the and a nasty bases loaded, no
for UAH. She gave up five
Wednesday.
man Stephanie Pinto broke
Chargers bottled up, surren
Chargers rolled up eleven hits out jam in the very first in
hits, while striking out four
The Chargers (15-3) had
out of a minor slump and
dering only four hits. How
and six more steals. Pinto led ning. However, the Lions
and walking two. Heintz was thirteen hits in the first game
wound up with seven hits,
ever, she wound up suffering
the onslaught going 3-for-3 loaded the bases again in the
the loser, despite a brilliant and if not for leaving twelve
including three homers, a
* her first loss of the season.
and just missing the cycle. sixth and this time, Hess
performance. She sat down runners on base, could have
double and ten RBIs. In other
It was Spencer who sunk
She hit her ninth homer of the couldn't escape. Rightfielder
eleven
UAH batters, while blown the game wide open.
notable performances, third
Sherwood with a two-out,
season, to go with a single Stephanie Burns put the Li
surrendering four hits. Only Four players had two hits
baseman Andy Guffey
RBI triple in the second in
and a double. She had two ons on the board with a 2one
of the three runs she each. Senior outfielder
smacked her first career home
ning. Hess rode her horse all
more RBIs and scored three run double.
gave up were earned.
Rachel Hamby was 2-for-4
run, while Kristin Spencer
the way around from firsl
times. Potter and Spencer
In the bottom of the in
The Chargers fell behind with a pair of RBIs. Freshman
played the role of Miss
base for what would turn out
both had two hits apiece. ning, UAH third baseman
1-0 in the first game after a catcher Summer Reeves and
Clutch with two game-win Spencer had a double, a triple
to be the game-winner.
Andrea Guffey got the first
leadoff
homerun over the Kristin Spencer were also 2ning hits.
and
three
RBIs,
while
Potter
, , ; U r .
- t n r e e K B t s , w h d e P o t t e r hit
h i t of
o f the
t h e day
d a y for
f o r the
t h e ChargC h a r g - center
c e n t e r field
f i e l d fence
f e n c e bbyy Lion
L . o n ffor-4
o r - 4 in
i n tthe
h e game.
g a m . RReeves
e e v e s hhit
f t m ySt.
sfo
UAH 12, A
Albany
0 F
(March 14)
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UAH Charger Baseball Sweeps Warriors and Vulcans
By Heather Evans
Sports Writer

Charger
Baseball
wrapped up a perfect week
with clean sweeps of both the
Indiana Tech Warriors and
California-Pennsylvania
Vulcans. Coach Keel's Squad
now stands at 17-2 on the
year which puts them at the
#2 spot in the NCAA Divi
sion II Baseball Rankings.
The Chargers twelve game
home stand continues this
week as they take on Gulf
South Conference rival West
Alabama.
UAH-5, Indiana Tech-3
On Tuesday, March 9, the
Chargers squared off in a
doubleheader against Indi
ana Tech. The first game con
sisted of some tough plays
as the two teams combined
to pick up seven errors. But
despite a mistake filled con
test, the Chargers came out
on top with an 8-hit, 5-run
victory. The Chargers were
led at the plate by junior
centerfielder Ryan Cox, who
tied a school record by pick
ing up two triples, on his way
to knocking in two of the five
runs and scoring another.
Senior catcher Morgan
Morgan also pitched in by
going 2-for-3 at the plate with
a run scored. Senior pitcher

Taylor Pontius took his no Morgan's
Morgan's trip
trir> across
across home
hump
for-2 and scored two runs.
hitter into the 5th inning be plate.
Junior Ryan Cox went 2fore the Warriors broke it on
Senior Kyle Olson col for-3 on the day while scor
a bunt. In his second win of lected the win for the Charg
ing a run and Junior David
the year, Pontius gave up five
ers by pitching all seven in
Pressley also assisted from
hits while allowing only three nings while only giving up 2
the plate by adding two
runs and striking out three in runs, walking one, and strik
RBI's to the Charger tally.
his seven inning perfor ing out four.
Junior Sean Kroenke col
mance.
UAH-7, California-PA-2
lected the win for the Charg
UAH-5, Indiana Tech-0
Friday's nightcap started ers before being relieved by
The final game of the with four Charger runs off two
Clay Doggett and Troy
night saw the Chargers send
hits in the first inning. The
Mitchell, who altogether
the Warriors packing with a Chargers' slugging was led
combined to strike out five
five run shutout. Senior by sophomore right fielder
batters on the day only givpitcher Ryan Vinson picked Ryan Bowerman, who went 2ing up four hits.
up his fourth win on the sea
son. Junior outfielders Ben
Pettinger and David Pressley
led the Chargers' effort from
the plate. Pettinger went 3for-3 with one RBI and
Pressley added another hit
and also contributed an RBI.
UAH-3, California-PA-2
This past Friday's games be
gan with a weak Charger pres
ence from the plate. The UAH
effort consisted of only a
single hit in the 3to 2 win over
the Vulcans.
Sophomore first baseman
Wes Hopper contributed a
double in the fourth, which
led to the Chargers first score
of the night. UAH went into
the final inning trailing 2-1,
but a Vulcan error proved to
be costly when the Chargers
went up 3-2 off Seniors
lobias Kellcy and Morgan

. _
UAH-15, California-PA-2
The final game in the UAH
vs. California-PA series ended
with the Chargers dominating
the field, most particularly
showing their prowess from
the plate. Senior catcher Mor
gan Morgan collected his
seventeenth RBI of the year
after going 3-for-3 from the
plate while scoring twice.
Other notables from the
offensive explosion included
Junior Jeremy Mclntyre, who
went 3-for-4 with an RBI and

Managed by Brown Asset
1503 Sparkman Drive, NW
Hunstville, Alabama 35816

run scored, centerfielder
Ryan Cox whose 2-for-4 per
formance scored three runs,
and
sophomore
Ryan
Bowerman whose eighth in
ning homer scored two RBIs.
Junior Tyde Meadows
picked up the win on the
mound after allowing a pair
of earned runs and nine
strikeouts with only one walk
before Clay Doggett, Matt
Guisler, and Ben Pettinger
each worked an inning each
for the close.
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"Benyonce" and "Boprah" were two possibilities for
naming possible celebrity couplings Ben Affleck announced
in his monologue during the latest episode of Saturday
Night Live.
May I suggest another? Benorge (or would it simply be
Borge?) Well, maybe it doesn't exactly fall trippingly off the
tongue.
But then again I'm probably jumping the gun here as
Multnomah County, Oregon is the only place left for us to
get married (unless I opt for a Vermont-style civil union, but
who wants second best?) I at least want Ben to make an
honest man out of me.
If you haven't noticed, gay marriage has been a hot
topic as of late with commentary popping up just about
everywhere: the Democratic candidates, CNN, the Presi
dent, SNL, and every other Hollywood celebrity.
We have even had the gay marriage debate played out
in some articles and letters to the editor here in our very
own Exponent. Now I feel compelled to add to the debate.
Mind you, there are very few things I take seriously. I
subscribe to the "laughter is the best medicine" theory
where if you laugh with me our political/religious/social
discussions are less likely to come to blows.
So, to me, Margaret Cho hit the nail on the head when
she said, "Any government that denies a gay man the right
to bridal registry is a fascist state."
If we agree to disagree or can't find common ground at
all, humor helps to make us part amicably. But, then again,
sometimes I just don't find things funny.
I could go either way on the marriage issue. As of now, I
am not involved in any relationship let alone one that would
involve a discussion of marriage. So not having the right to
marry does not affect me in the immediate sense.
I don't have a right to make a fool out of myself like
Britney Spears who can get married on a whim in Vegas. But
that's between a man and a woman, so no matter how rash
or ridiculous the decision is it's "sanctified" right?
Equality, equal rights, equal protection under the law,
freedom and justice for all: these are more than just phrases
we should have learned in high school civics classes.
Our President endorses amending the Constitution to
define marriage as between a man and a woman thereby
denying gay and lesbian couples the right to marry. I feel
this could have repercussions beyond simply denying these
couples the 1,049 rights and privileges from the federal gov
ernment that heterosexual married couples enjoy.
Do not quote the bible to me. People misquote and mis
interpret the bible all the time. As for those who holler about
"Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve" let me tell you about
two of my favorite biblical couples: David and Jonathan
and Ruth and Naomi.
Let me further remind you we live in a democracy, not a
theocracy. Separation of church and state, folks, remem
ber? Civil marriages have nothing to do with religion or
religious ceremonies.
My relationship, recognized by the state (or not), has no
bearing on yours. Did anyone feel the fabric of society
unraveling as over 4,000 couples got married in San Fran
cisco? If anyone did, let me know -1 think we need to use
the Scientific Method and test this puppy out! (It could
have just been tremors along the San Andreas fault.)
Gay marriage also means gay divorce. Pitch that to the
television executives: reality television plus Court TV equals
the likes of daytime drama you have never seen!
I do fear the issue of gay marriage, and of gay rights in
general, may be used as a wedge issue forcing people to
choose sides. Through the legal process this issue can be
decided. Democracy and equal rights are not popularity
contests.
I also am grateful that readers have responded in this
forum, as well as in other newspapers, for no matter what
your viewpoint we all have the right to voice our opinions
and contribute to the national dialogue.
No matter what may come of this debate, people will
continue to engage in loving, monogamous relationships
no matter what their gender. I might add this will not lead to
the legal recognition of the relationship between Bob and
his goat - or sister, or harem. Who came up with that argu
ment anyways?!?
Appreciative of the opportunity to marry my politics
and^humo^nut^cenainl^lad^ai^x^^^Tu^jy^

Entertainment
Epic Hidalgo Evokes Film Classics
ByAlyce Hothem
Movie Reviewer
Hidalgo is a sweeping,
grand picture about a man
and his horse. The film recalls
such epic classic as
Lawrence of Arabia and has
the added benefit of modern
cinematography and filmmak
ing advances.
The premise of the film
comes from a real rough rider
in the American West, Frank
Hopkins (Viggo Mortensen).
Hopkins and his mustang
Hidalgo reputably won over
400 long-distance races.
Hopkins made his living-and
drank himself into oblivionin Buffalo Bill Cody's travel
ing western spectacle.
Hopkins and Hidalgo jour
neyed to the Middle East to
compete in a race across the
Arabian Desert, a race known
as the Ocean of Fire.
All of this" is included in
the movie; the similarities be
tween actual history and the
film end here.
In the film, directed by Joe
Johnston (Jurassic Park III,
The Rocketeer), Hopkins is
half Sioux and is struggling
to find his place in the world.
His Native American heritage
becomes a common under
current throughout the whole
movie.
A particularly poignant

and moving scene, though a
bit out of place in this film, is
that of the Battle of Wounded
Knee in which dozens upon
dozens of Sioux were slaugh
tered by the army. Frank
looks on helplessly and
struggles to come to terms
with this injustice throughout
the rest of the film.
While in Arabia to com
pete in the Ocean of Fire,
Frank meets Sheikh Riyadh
(Omar Sharif). There are a
number of diversions from
the main plot, including an
unnecessary sequence in
which Frank must save the
Sheikh's daughter, Jazira
(Zuleikha Robinson), who
has been kidnapped by a ri
val.
The film is focused upon
the great race, though the fi
nal stretch of the race is not
nearly as suspenseful as it
was intended to be. In the
end, Hopkins returns to his
roots and finds what is most
important in life.
Mortensen is quite a mag
netic actor and he seems right
at home in this role. Hopkins,
like the actor himself, is a
loner who keeps to himself
and identifies more with na
ture and animals than with
people.
Mortensen is quite capti
vating on the screen; his per
formance in this role harkens

Viggo Mortensen as Frank Hopkins in the epic Hidalgo.

back to greats like Errol Flynn.
He belongs in these sweep
ing epics—he is old Holly
wood charm and talent in the
twenty-first century.
Omar Sharif is endearing
as the Sheikh of Sheiks with
an obsession for the Wild
West tales of Buffalo Bill and
Calamity Jane. Sharif, of
course, starred in such clas
sic epics as Doctor Zhivago
and Lawrence of Arabia. It
is quite fitting that he would
help usher in this new era of
grand, majestic epics.
_
On the whole, _I am enam-

ored with this film. It truly
has something for every
one—comedy, romance, ac
tion, and good old fashioned
charm. The plot does get
bogged down at points, but
overall it is superbly done.
Much of the movie was filmed
on location in Morocco and
the gorgeous vistas create an
irresistible visual master
piece. Hidalgo is a unique
film combining the classic
western genre and the mod
ern epic with exceptional re
sults. (PG-13, 136 minutes)
_.
B+

Renaissance's Lion Goes Medieval
By James Zielinski

A fearsome father, a
scheming mother, three bat
tling sons - and YOU are in
vited to the Family Reunion!
Director James Zielinski,
Assistant Director Matt
Growden, and Renaissance
Theatre present The Lion in
Winter, James Goldman's ex
traordinary saga of the lovehate relationship of King
Henry II (Gary L. Knight),
Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine
(Robbie Shafer), and their
three sons, Richard the
Lionheart (Gary W. Gee, Jr.),
Geoffrey, Duke of Brittany
(Brandon Zeller), and John
Lackland (Caleb Brown), in
the days of a somewhat lessthan-Merrye Olde England.
The show opens on Thurs
day, February 2.5.
Set during a fateful Christ
mas 1183 at Castle Chinon,
Lion reveals the clan
Plantagenet to be less con
cerned with roasting chest
nuts than with kindling "the
fires of discontent." Eldest
son Henry III has died, and
an empire's future totters

upon who amongst the sur
viving princes is the
Sovereign's worthy succes
sor, and which province falls
into whose grasp. Unfortu
nately, the only thing the sib
lings willingly share is a gift
for treachery, but then again,
they learned at the feet of the
masters.
Still more hurdles loom on
the horizon, for Henry's mis
tress and wife-in-waiting.
Princess Alais (Kim Parker),
is visited by her venomous
brother. King Philip of France
(Clay Hedden), and he has
his own plans for Henry's
monarchy.
Darkly humorous and
wickedly ironic, this dramedy
is an amazing joust between
words and wills, a game of
chess with human pawns,
where the acid repartee laced with lashings of Wilde
and Albee - ensures that
Lion's bite leaves you roar
ing for more!
To lend a bit of authentic
ity, the Society for Creative
Anachronism, led by Jay
Meeks, is handling the cos
tumes to help take us back

Renaissance Theatre presents The Lion in Winter.

more than six centuries.
UAH students and fac
ulty can enjoy the battle of
Lion's "dysfunctional Royal
Family" at Renaissance on
Thursday-Saturday, March
25-27 and Thursday-Satur
day, April 1-3 at 8:00 PM or
for the 2:30 PM matinee on
Sunday, March 28.
On Friday and Saturday,
April 2 and 3 only, a Dinner
Theatre option is also avail
able! The cost for the dinner
theatres, catered by Wild
Rose Cafe, is $35. Tickets
must be purchased in ad
vance, as seating is limited to
48 persons each evening.

Regular tickets are also avail
able for these performances.
Show-only tickets are $14,
and Group Rates are avail
able for groups of ten-plus.
For further ticket info, call
536-3117, or check out
www.renaissancetheatre.net.
What fuels Lion's irresist
ible magnetism? It is a family
feud where everyone is a
Hatfield. It is a soap opera in
the days when both soap
and opera were unheard of.
It is Christmas with too many
claws, full of rebels with too
many causes. So why not
join Renaissance for the rev
els?
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In the Cuta Complex Modern Fable
By Shonneky
Langham
Literary Critic
I admit it. I read In The Cut
for more than its stylish
prose. I had seen the movie
starring Meg Ryan and Mark
Ruffalo way before I knew it
was based on a book. I was
not sure what I was expect
ing when I saw the movie but
I can definitely tell you that I
was not expecting nice girl
Meg Ryan in the buff and a
lot less girl-next-door than I
was used to.
The buzz about the movie
was that it was sexy and gritty
and that the main character
was a repressed sexually in
hibited English teacher. Need
less to say my curiosity was
piqued. And after I saw the
scenes? Let us just say I got
the book. Was it as sexy as
the movie was? You bet it
was...and then some.
In The Cut is about a
frumpy New York high school
teacher who has a penchant
for exposing the irony and
wit in colloquial speech. On
a steamy New York night she
decides to meet one of her
students who she hopes can
help her understand some of
the more difficult phrases she
has heard.
On a break from their les
son she goes to the bath
room and stumbles her way
into the basement where she

sees a young man and
woman engaging in a very
salacious sex act. While Fran
can see clearly enough to
know that the two are being
intimate, the only thing she
can see clearly is the tattoo
on the man's wrist.
The..next day Fran is vis
ited by a detective named
Malloy who tells her that the
girl she may have seen was
found murdered. Despite the
grisly news Fran still finds
herself attracted to the unpol
ished, rough machismo that
Malloy exudes.
Eventually Malloy and
Fran embark on an obsessive
sexual affair. Not only do
Fran's feelings start to get in
the way but she also notices
that her new lover has the
exact same tattoo as the man
who was with the woman in
the last moments of her life.
Sounds like a good Life
time movie right? Well the
book transcends this tawdry
description. Susanna Moore
has managed write a book
that is an erudite dialogue
about sexuality and the dan
gers of obsessive love and
sex.
Everything about this
novel is sparse and edgy.
Moore takes a minimalist tone
when she is describing her
character's motivations. The
tone of this book is simple but
the overall effect is anything
but.

When Fran has sex with
Malloy for the first time the
reader can feel how much
Malloy has blown her mind.
Everything about their rela
tionship is surreal and intoxi
cating and Fran is thriving on
it. Malloy is not immune to
her either. For all his bravado
and smug self-satisfaction
about his sexual prowess he
too feels the obsessive pull
of their relationship. As the
reader gets drawn deeper into
the mystery of the murder the
futility of their relationship
begins to surface.
Lest you think this movie
is only about sex remember
that the specter of the mur
der still hangs over the tone
of the book. This is a dark
intense novel and it was su
perbly written that way.
Susanna Moore has cho
sen to portray violence from
a woman's point of view but
do not think that means that
it is somehow less effective.
Quite the opposite is true.
The portrayal of violence is
brutal and efficient.
As the string of murders
grows, Fran's desire for
Malloy transforms into a type
of latent violence that slowly
feeds on the couple's obses
sive feelings. And the scari
est part about all this is that
the more dangerous the af
fair, the more ambiguous her
lover's character is, the more
exciting the affair becomes to

Fran.
"In The Cut" is a slang
term for a secure hiding place;
it is also slang for a woman's
vagina. Moore has been
spending a little time in the
'hood because her use of this
phrase is perfect to describe
all the hiding and secrets that
can occur between two
people and the dangers and
brutality that these lies can
create.
She also has been read
ing a lot of Anais Nin and
Edith Wharton. Both are pro
lific writers who captured
sexual love and obsession so
well in their writing. Moore's
novel evokes more than a hint
of Wharton's The Age of In
nocence, an excellent novel
about repression and desire.
These books share similar
themes. Both books are el
egant and poetic yet brutal
and unforgiving at the same
time.
So does In The Cut make
the grade? It truly does. Even
though the material could
easily have been trashy and
over-the-top,
Susanna
Moore has taken it to the next
level and gone beyond the
ordinary exploration of sexual
love and violence to bring us
a richly complex modern day
fable.
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Eat at Izzy's Bagel Cafe
By James Fluhler
Looking for a place to es
cape with a close friend, or to
read a book, or just study?
Try Izzy's Bagel Cafe on
Madison Blvd located in the
Publix shopping center and
only ten minutes from cam
pus. Several of us had tried
Izzy's before and we were all
hesitant to go there again,
especially for a food review.
However, one of my friends
insisted she had recently
been there and that the food
was not only good, but it was
also a great place to just sit
and talk. Apparently the dif
ference is the new owners,
Robert and Julianne Gunn,
who purchased the business
four months ago. The build
ing and the interior look the
same, but the quality of the
food is 100% improved!
Robert arrives every
morning at 3:30 to begin mak
ing bagels, so that they are
truly fresh for his customers.
He knows his customers so
well that he will set aside their
favorite flavor if it begins to
sell out. All the muffins, past
ries, soups and salads are
made on-site with fresh ingre
dients. Robert and Julianne
are so generous, that when
they learned we were doing
an article on Izzy's, they sent
-heir signature cinnamon

rolls, muffin pudding, and
some muffins back to campus
for us to share with other stu
dents. It seems Julianne
worked with the campus pa
per in Tuscaloosa while she
was a student at Alabama, so
they are very supportive of
The Exponent.
Although we did not go
for breakfast, the menu offer
ings sounded really good.
Everything from Omelets and
breakfast sandwiches to
pan-fried potatoes, bacon,
ham, and sausage. Bagels,
Croissants, Muffins, Cinna
mon Rolls, Danish, and other
pastries are available indi
vidually or in half or whole
dozen quantities. They also

have specialty coffees and
juices. We all decided to defi
nitely come back for break
fast. What we did eat was
lunch, and it was quickly pre
pared with little waiting and
each of our orders was cor
rect when we received it. The
cost is much less than most
of the other soup and sand
wich restaurants that have
come to town.I had the Izzy's
Chicken on a Bagel with chips
for only $ 4.95. It was very
good and the bagel was the
best bagel I have ever eaten.
What a difference in texture
and taste when it is freshly
made.
All the sandwiches come
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Top Ten Singles

Top Ten Movies
11. The Passion of the
Christ
2.
Secret Window
3. Starsky & Hutch
4. Hidalgo
> 5 . Agent Cody Banks 2
f 6. 50 First Dates
7. Twisted
8. Confessions of a
Teenage Drama Queen
9. The Return of the King
; io. Spartan

1. "Yeah!" Usher
2. "One Call Away" Chingy
3. "Slow Jamz" Twista
4. "Tipsy" J-Kwon
5. "Hotel" Cassidy
6. "Splash Waterfalls"
Ludicris
7. "The Way You Move"
Outkast
8. "Dirt Off Your Shoulder"
Jay-Z
9. "My Immortal"
Evanescense
10. "Toxic" Britney Spears

Top Ten Hits from
v.'ww.billboard.com

GOLDEN
OPPORTUNITIES
Calendar of Events for the City of Huntsville
Thursday-Sunday March 18-21
Independent Musical Productions presents: "Hurray
for Hollywood," a musical revue, at Lee High School
on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. Satur
day and Sunday matinees will be at 2:30 p.m. General
admission is $15. Student tickets are $12. Call 8592563
for
reservations.
Visit
http://
www.improductions.org for more information.

Thursday-Saturday March 18-20
Theatre Huntsville presents: Of Mice and Men at the
VBC Playhouse at 7:30 p.m. Student tickets are $12;
general admission is $14. For tickets call 536-0807.

Friday March 19
Alabama Film Co-op presents:Academy Award-nomi
nated documentary My Architect at 7:30 p.m. Admis
sion is $5. For more information, go to http://
www.flyingmonkeyarts.org.

Saturday March 20
Flying Monkey Arts Center presents: First of Spring
Carnival of Curiosities, puppetry by SqueakingTribe,
at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. Admission is $5.

Sunday March 21
Alabama Film Co-op presents: encore screening of
My Architect at 2 p.m. Admission is $5.

Thursday-Saturday March 25-27
Huntsville Opera Theatre presents: La Traviata at
the VBC Playhouse at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $15-30.
For tickets call 881 -4796 or information visit http://
www.huntsvilleopera.org.

|
*3 MUSE
Poetry Corner
13" Muse meets in Morton Hall on the 3rd Floor Philosophy Seminar
Room every Thursday night at 9 p.m. and is open to everyone.

Times valid
on Thursdays only

50 First Dates
PG-13 1:00 3:00 5:00
7:00 9:00

Music

EVENTS

Music Events for the City of Huntsville

Barbershop 2
PG-13 1:15 4:15 7:00
9:20

Agent Cody Banks 2
PG 1:00 3:15 5:30.7:45
9:55

Confessions of a
Teenage Drama
Queen
PG 1:30 3:30 5:30 7:30
9:45

Dirty Dancing 2;
Havana Nights
PG-13 1:30 7:10

Eurotrip
R 4:30 9:45

The Return of the
King
PG-13 1:00 4:30 8:00

Thursday March 18
Crossroads - The Snake Doctors
Furniture Factory - Dan Hardin
Humphrey's - Roger "Hurricane" Wilson
Sammy T's- PUSH

Friday March 19
Crossroads - Barefoot Manner
Furniture Factory - The Scratch Band
Humphrey's -Old Union
Sammy T's-Juice
Sports Page - Black Label

Saturday March 20
The Corner - The Daves
Crossroads - Larry Keel
Furniture Factory - Nickel
Humphrey's - Revelation

Hidalgo
PG-13 1:00 4:00 7:00
9:30

Sunday March 21

The Passion of the
Christ

Crossroads - Movie Night
Humphrey's - The Dog & Pony Show
Kaffeeklatsch - Blues Jam
Tavern under the Square - Ant & Andrew

R 1:30 2:00 4:00 5:00
7:00 8:00 9:30

Welcome to
Mooseport
PG-13 1:15 4:15 7:00
9:30

Monday March 22
Crossroads- Monday Night Roots Review
I Jazz Factory - Edgar
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Hockey and Music

Editorial

By Chris Brown
Editor-in-Chief
I have just returned from the College Hockey America
tournament in Kearney, Nebraska. Kearney of course is
the perfect choice for holding our conference tourna
ment, since it is really far away from almost everybody
that might come and boasts exciting night life like cowtipping and corn-husking. Actually the town is not bad
as small towns go, the people are nice, and they have a
good arena, but surely we can find some place in this
country that is at least a reasonable bus trip for most of
the teams in the conference. I am not sure I love hockey
enough to ride 36 hours on a bus to watch us lose in the
first round. On the plus side the Oilers from Findlay, Ohio
managed to win one game in the tournament before skat
ing out as an NCAA hockey team for the last time. I wish
those guys the best (and hope Radzak and Weibe -and
maybe coach Pat Ford- will come here to play).
Unfortunately our guys lost in the first round to long
time tournament-nemesis Wayne State. I am not sure how
we manage to keep snatching defeat from the jaws of
victory with these guys in the tournament, especially in
the years that we won all four regular season games
against them. There were a couple of bad calls on goals
or no-goals (inconsistency was the real problem there the same circumstance got called differently on different
ends of the ice and it favored them both times), but of
course we had no less than three defensive zone turn
overs that led to goals too. Ah well, we will have a lot of
experience on the ice next year as all these freshmen come
back for their second year.
In other news, as I reported in the tech section, the
RIAA finally had a ruling go against them a couple of
months ago. The news might be considered a little old at
this point, but nobody I talked to around here knew any
thing about so I decided it was worth writing about. As
noted the ruling means that the RIAA cannot simply is
sue a broad subpoena to an ISP and get information about
users. As Senator Sam Brownback (R-Kansas) pointed
out, by the methods the RIAA used stalkers, pedophiles,
spammers and telemarketers should also be able to fabri
cate some need for a subpoena and get lots of informa
tion about ISP customers. I am not saying that all of those
groups are on the same level. Well, I am not saying that
right here anyway.
Personally, I have been known to swap a few files, but
I have an interesting and groundbreaking rule for it. If I
like at least three songs on an album, I buy it. This is a
revolutionary concept I know, but most of the people I
run with do pretty much the same thing. File-sharing lets
us get the sneak preview that is otherwise hard to come
by. If there is only one song on an album I like, I will not
buy the album, and here is the kicker -1 would not have
bought the album had I not engaged in file-sharing ei
ther. The real problem for most of us is that we simply do
not want to pay $20 for a CD that cost $.50 to manufac
ture and distribute, when we know that the band only
gets $.50 out of it themselves. I would much rather down
load an album and burn it to CD, and then go to a concert
or buy a shirt since I have at least some feeling there that
the band and their people are getting most of the money
instead of a behemoth record label.
The problems with most of the behemoth record la
bels have been recorded elsewhere by many an angstridden teenager so I will spare you most of that. Musi
cally speaking I absolutely abhor manufactured pop
groups that the labels tell us we are supposed to like. The
vast majority of major-label productions are total crap in
my opinion. I like music that actually says something,
and practically nothing from the major labels today fits
that bill. I could write another 1000 words on why most of
today's music is so worthless, but you may be thankful
that I am not going to. I will just say that I am glad that the
RIAA has seen a setback in their ridiculous lawsuits, and
I hope one day they will realize that the music industry
will not be destroyed any more than the movie industry
was destroyed by VCRs or the publishing industry by
paperbacks or the Internet.
I hope everyone at UAH has a good Spring Break. I
plan to do as little as possible and love every minute of it.
I also hope that if you pick up the paper on Thursday and
have not yet voted in the SGA elections you will head
over to the UC and do that. Maybe I will not be alone
watching the presidential debate tonight (Monday). As
always if you have a gripe send a letter to the editor, and
if you want to write let me know.

LETTERS
to the Editor

Dear Editor:
It's time for a change.
I never thought that I would
support the *in*experienced
SGA candidate, but after at
tending tonight's SGA de
bate, I have decided to do so.
Ms. Battle saw fit to take a
swipe at previous administra
tions in her letter to you last
week. One of those adminis
trations, headed by James N.
Kodrowski, was one in which
I served as Executive VicePresident, the position which
Ms. Battle holds at present.
As you might imagine, I took
a slight bit of umbrage at her
mean-spirited broadbrush,
but let's step past that and
consider the implication of
her statement.
Ms. Battle has been a part of
the three previous SGA ad
ministrations.
Her
runningmate has been a part
of the last two. Ms. Battle
has seen fit to smear the repu
tations of those before her.
That's an outsider's mental
ity. Unfortunately, she's not
the outsider candidate. Mr.
Thacker and Ms. McCulley
are the outsiders in this elec
tion.
The greatest issue internal to
the SGA is a lack of defini
tion of roles. You have execu
tive officers legislating and
legislative members execut
ing. This was a problem sev
eral years ago. That's why
an effort to re-write the SGA
Constitution happened.
Despite the fact that the SGA
Constitution has laid out
these roles, no one really and
truly seems to follow them.
If this is the problem—and as
a member in long-standing
with five-plus years of SGA
experience, I'm fairly sure that
it is—then the solution is to
clean house and start over.
You have people in office to
day that have learned bad
habits over their time in the
SGA. How do you unlearn
bad habits? Time and forthrightness. Unfortunately, I'm
not sure that the SGA has the
time to wait. You need new
leaders, folks.
For those that might have
concerns about bringing in
inexperienced people, let me
• • •• •

say this: I've seen experi
enced and inexperienced ad
ministrations over my time at
this school. The folks that
not only had a passion to
pursue ideas and a willing
ness to work within the sys
tem have been the ones
who've succeeded. There
has been exactly zero corre
lation between experience
and quality of administration.
In fact, Ms. Battle attacked
some extremely experienced
administrations:
Wimberley: five years' expe
rience at the beginning of the
term.
Frederick: seven years' expe
rience at the beginning of the
term.
Kodrowski: five years' expe
rience at the beginning of the
term.
The one that Ms. Battle did
not attack was the one be
tween Kodrowski and
Frederick. Mr. Jobes and Mr.
Holt had less experience
[three years combined] than
any of the other administra
tions. If Ms. Battle has not
seen fit to damn their term in
office, the question must then
be asked: if experience is so
important, why did you single
out the most experienced ad
ministrations before you for
your admonition and have
kind regards [or damning by
faint praise] for the least ex
perienced administration?
I think that is a question that
you, the voter, can best an
swer today at the ballot box.
Go vote for the inexperienced
candiates, Thacker and
McCulley. If nothing else,
they can't be any worse than
those before.
GeofF. Morris
SGA Intern, 1997-98; SGA
Representative, 1998; SGA
Chief of Staff,
1998-99; SGA Representa
tive, 1999-2000; SGA Execu
tive Vice-President,
2000-2001; SGA Chief Justice,
2001-2002. You might say that
I know something about ex
perience and the relative
worth of same.
Dear Editor,
I am a student here at UAH

The deadline for letters to the editor is Sunday at midnight for the
issue to be published the following Thursday. Letters to the editor
will not be published anonymously. The Exponent will not edit
letters for grammar, spelling, or punctuation. All letters are the ex
pressed opinion of the author and do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of Ala
bama in Huntsville

and 1 have a problem with the
UAH police. I recently re
ceived a parking ticket for
being in the loop at NCRH.
Earlier this semester, the rules
for being in the loop were
mostly unknown, but it was
assumed that we couldn't be
there long. Then one day, af
ter many tickets were given
out, a sign was posted say
ing that you couldn't be in
the loop for over 10 minutes.
Ok....fine (although it would
have been niceif that sign
had gone up before the tick
ets were given). Well, I was
in the loop for less than 10
minutes and-1 got a ticket.
Now what I'm hearing is that
"You can't be parked in the
loop at all." Now I'm con
fused. I wouldn't have
minded getting a ticket if they
had been saying that all
along. If that's what the rule
is then it should be enforced.
This would end a lot of con
fusion. And it's not just
NCRH. All over campus it
appears that some
things are enforced all the
time while others are enforced
sporadically, or not at all. I
just wish that the UAH Po
lice would let it be known what
the driving laws are here on
campus and be consistent
when enforcing them. And I
know I'm not alone.
Kenneth Hill

This is in response to Ms.
Shayla Richardson:
I noted that Ms. Richardson
was disappointed about the
report in the paper, and she
asked where Exponent writ
ers received their informa
tion. I would like to ask the
same of Ms. Richardson. I
know for a fact that Ms.
Richardson is not a voting
member of the SGA, and
therefore was not allowed to
attend the most informational
part of the meeting. I actually
was there, and thought that
the session was quite fair and
balanced. Interestingly
enough, Ms. Wimberly was
allowed to stay to defend
herself, whereas traditionally,
she would be asked to leave
as well. She certainly had that

to her benefit — no other
person would have had quite
the same benefit. Secondly,
we need to realize that the
body tabled the bill indefi
nitely. Unless someone raises
the issue again, it's over. Ms.
Wimberly has not and will
not receive any conse
quences based on those ac
cusations of not following
the rules (assuming that the
issue is never raised again).
I was disappointed, as
should Ms. Wimberly be, by
the Assembly's decision to
table the matter. Either the
Assembly should have be
lieved in her and stood up for
her—voting down on the bill,
or they should have made the
statement that Ms. Wimberly
violated the rules, and it will
not be tolerated. Tabling the
issue was the. easy way out,
and so Ms. Wimberly is cur
rently without charge. Fi
nally, I'd like to remind every
one that not following the
rules is the easiest way to be
removed from the SGA. For
example, our Representatives
know that missing three meet
ings is the key to removal.
While there is a fine set of
guidelines outlined in the
Constitution for impeaching
and removing a President
from office for violating the
rules, the route chosen - a
bill of censure- is nearly unmentioned in the Constitu
tion, and is simply a slap on
the hand. I hope that Ms.
Wimberly, and you, Ms.
Richardson, will be able to
see that no one has a per
sonal agenda against Ms.
Wimberly. If they did, they
probably would have tried to
remove her; instead a much
lesser route was chosen, and
only to make it clear that rules
were in fact broken, and we
hope that it will not happen
again. I stand behind Ms.
Battle's position, and think
that she was right for attempt
ing to uphold our Executives
to a higher standard.
Jim Chaloupka
Rules and Revisions Chair,
College of Science Represen
tative,
Bill of Censure Sponsor

• • • • • • • • • • • • a *

Check out the the Exponent online'at
............ L - JWyW-Haheyp.Qnent.c9ml
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MILLS from page i
that implications of personal
racism can be avoided.
Mills cites two types of
racial exploitation in the
United States: straightfor
ward exploitation, as in the
early historical experiences of
slavery and the Jim Crow era;
and derivative kinds of ex
ploitation that devolve onto
persons of color who experi
ence the legacy of historical
discrimination. Examples of
derivative exploitation in
clude being less culturally
prepared to meet the expec
tations of the dominant cul
ture, and having a signifi
cantly smaller degree of ac
cumulated wealth to fall back
on, in the event of a crisis.
As compared with explo
rations of gender exploitation
and class exploitation, Dr.
Mills observes that relatively
little theoretical attention has
been devoted to the issue of
racial exploitation. It has only
been since the last decade of
FLUHLER frompage7
with a side of either pasta,
potato, or carrot salad or cole
slaw or chips. One of my
friends ordered the Turkey
Bacon Melt on a Croissant
with Pasta Salad as the side
($5.25). The sandwich was
prepared exactly as she or
dered and the salad was
"much like one you would
make at home if you had the
time." She also really liked the
poppy seed muffin that she
ordered ($ 1.39). One of the
other people who went along
tried the soup of the day
which happened to be Broc
coli Cheese ($2.59/cup or $
2.99/bowl). Although I did
not try it myself, it smelled
really good and he thought it
was excellent. The soup
came with your choice of a
fresh bagel as well. There are
lots of choices: Plain, Blue
berry, Poppy Seed, Sesame,
Salt, Onion, Multigrain, Cin
namon-Raisin, Spinach,

the twentieth century that a
body of published work has
been produced that ad
dresses theories of racial ex
ploitation.
Commenting on Mills'
visit. Dr. William Wilkerson of
the UAH Philosophy Depart
ment said, "We were very
lucky to have Mills come, not
only because he is a first rate
thinker and a genuine inno
vator in political philosophy,
but also because he is ex
tremely congenial and very
interested in reaching stu
dents."
Mills' three books are
"The Racial Contract"(1997),
"Blackness Visible: Essays of
Philosophy and Race" (1998),
and "From Class to Race: Es
says in White Marxism and
Black Radicalism" (2003). He
is also the author of numer
ous essays on critical race
theory and African-American
Philosophy.

Jalapeno/Cheddar, Chocolate
Chip, Strawberry, Cranberry,
Apple Walnut, and Banana
Nut. Even the cream cheese
for the bagels is available in
over fourteen flavors. There
is also a wonderful assort
ment of flavors for muffins
and gourmet cookies.
The list of over twenty
sandwiches offered includes
Corned Beef, Tuna, Ham,
Char Grilled Steak, Philly
Steak, Club, Gyros, Vegetar
ian, and an assortment of
melts. You can customize
your sandwich to your taste
and cravings for that day.
Most of the sandwiches
range from $ 4.45 to $5.95 in
price and contain generous
portions of the ingredients.
Izzy's Bagel Cafe is open
Monday - Friday from 6 AM
to 2 PM and Saturday and
Sunday from 7 AM to 2 PM.
Their phone number is 7721901.

The deadline for Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight. Letters should be sent to uahdearsuzy@yahoo.com or dropped in the bin
at the Exponent office in UC-104. Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH student and is not a licensed
psychologist or therapist. Her advice is based on her own experience and should never be taken as the advice of a physician or
therapist. Her opinions do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of Alabama in

Dear Suzy,
I need your help. I have tried and tried to get this girl's attention and I really like her a lot...yet she just seems to
ignore me or doesn't take any notice of me. I want to start talking to her, but
I don't want it to be awkward. What can I do?
—Justin
Dear Justin,
Here are just a couple things you can do. If she's in your class or classes, talk to her about assignments and maybe
you can go from there talking about other things. Maybe sit next to her in class and/or compliment her on something
she has or is wearing. Maybe then she might notice you. If she still seems to ignore you, then let it go, she's not
worth your trouble or time. Find another girl that may be more open to you. Hope this helps!!

Dear Suzy,
A week or so ago, my best friend was in a car wreck. He won't be coming back to school atleast for this semester, and
I am afraid he won't ever be able to come back because of this wreck. I want to encourage him to come back to school
and things will be alright, but I am not sure how. I am also a busy person with school and work going on, so I don't know
if I will have time to go see him. What can I do?
-Josh M.
Dear Josh,
Sorry to hear about your friend. Are you able to see him on the weekends or nights, maybe between classes? Talk to
your professors about this and maybe, just maybe, they can extend your deadlines for some assignments, if they are
understanding about the situation. If not, how about making some phone calls or sending cards or letters? That may
cheer up your friend. A true friend is there no matter what and showing that you are concerned for your friend shows
what great of a friend you are! Try to hint to them on how much fun next semester you will have with them and how you
are looking forward to next year attending events with them. Be there for your friend because they surely need you right
now. Let them know that you are a busy person, but you will try to be there the best that you can for them.

•/vector
Openings for College Student
SCHOLARSHIPS/INTERNSHIPS POSSIBLE
• Customer Sales and Service
• No cold calling or canvassing
• $10.25 Guaranteed per appointment
• Great Resume Builder

PRESENTS

QQDSPELL

• No Experience Necessary

AMUSCA1BA9DUP0K
'HE GOSPEl ACC0RDM610 ST. MATTHEW

• Flexible Schedules-Set Around Classes
• Conditions Apply
• All Ages 1 8 +
Directed By: Chris Ma lone
Musical Director: Michele Penten
Choreographer: Megan Green

• Vector Has Been in Business For Over 20 Yea

At the Von Braun Center Playhouse
Thursday

Friday

April 1
7:00 PM

April 2
7:00 PM

Saturday
April 3
2:00 & 7:00 PM

Sunday
April 4
2:00 PM

Tickets: $12 Children, $15 Adults
For ticket sales and information please contact:

Madison Community Theatre
9059 Madison Blvd. Suilc I , Madison

\\.(256) 464-3331, (256) 772-798

For More Information Call:

256-881-9310
Or

www.MadisonTheatre.com

UAH Students $12

www.wor kt or s t u dents .corr
111
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The House of Represen
tatives approved two resolu
tions on Monday following
the Presidential debate.
These resolutions were cre
ated to respond to pest prob
lems and internet/network
access across the campus.
The pest control resolution
stated health concerns, con
tinual problems with pests
and vermin, and slow re
sponse time as reasons for
implementation of a licensed
Pest Control Operator in the
Department of Facilities and
Operations in order to quickly
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were the recipients of the
monies appropriated. The
Biology Club was given
$2,000 for the Mad Cow Dis
ease Symposium they will
hold after Spring Break. The
IEEE received $1300 to attend
the Southeast Conference
and Robotics Competition.
Sigma Tau Delta, the English
Honors Society, got $500 for
an Induction Ceremony and
to send Shiloh Whitney to
the National Conference to
present a paper. AIAA was
given $778 for their regional
conference. The next meet
ing will be after Spring Break
on March 29.

Secret Shopper Report Released
By Joseph Terrell

Jorge Raub, Entertainment
Editor

and effectively respond to many resources that are avail
pest complaints.
able! Third, an effort should
Internet and Network ac
be made to allocate band
cess was the topic of the sec width without closing ports,
ond resolution. Due to com in a manner that is beneficial
plaints from student and fac to all members of the UAH
ulty regarding internet acces community. Finally, using all
sibility, inadequate band available resources, an effort
width allocations, and the should be made to complete
fact that UAH considers work orders for the UAH
Internet-based information community in a more timely
and research as an integral manner.
part of daily operations, a four
In addition to these reso
part response was created. lutions, four appropriations
The first objective of this were approved. The Biology
resolution is to staff a dedi
Club, Institute of Electrical
cated, certified network tech .and Electronic Engineers,
nician for 24 hours a day. Sec Sigma Tau Delta, and the
ond, a more reliable network American Institute of Aero
should be built, relying on as nautics and Astronautics

Four SGA Senate mem
bers served as 'secret shop
pers' in order to evaluate the
UAH Charger Cafe. This
occurred February 10-17 at
various times during the day.
The shoppers took notes on
food quality, customer ser
vice, and cleanliness. They
were given $10 to spend, and
were required to complete a
survey on their Cafd experi
ence. The shoppers went to
the Cafe at the times of 10:13
AM, 12:45 PM, 5:00 PM, and
5:10 PM. in order to test the
breakfast, lunch, dinner, offtime, and rush time service.
In the report it is stated that

the reason for the closeness
in time of 5:00 PM and 5:10
PM is due to certain parts of
the Cafe closing earlier than
posted. Charleston Market,
who posts their closing time
to be 7 PM, closed at 6:306:45. An SGA Senate mem
ber has already brought this
problem to the attention of
Cafe management, where cor
rective steps are expected to
take place.
For the most part, the Cafe
received a good review. The
four secret shoppers were
asked beforehand what their
impression of the Cafe was,
and three of four chose
"Poor, the Cafe needs a lot of
work" while the remaining
shopper chose "Not bad, but

could do better." After tak
ing part in the survey, the
same individuals expressed
different views of the Cafd.
Three of the Four chose "Not
bad, but could do better" and
the remaining shopper chose
"Poor, the Cafe needs a lot of
work."
All secret shoppers were
satisfied with the quality of
the food, but they were split
on the issue of cleanliness in
the Cafe dining area. Three
of the four listed the serving
area as not being clean, but
none of them said they had
to wait a long time for their
food. A majority of the shop
pers also said that the staff
was polite, prompt, and help
ful.

This report was published
in response to student com
plaints about the Cafe. It was
compiled by Junior Senator
Carol Steelman, who is the
Campus Affairs Chair, and
Amanda Rose, Senior sena
tor and member of the Cam
pus Affairs Committee. The
report will be delivered to the
following administration of
ficials: Dr. Frank Franz-Uni
versity President, Mr. Alan
Kinkead-Director of Food
Services, Mr. Mike DavisCafeteria Manager, Mr. Steve
Bruce-University Center Di
rector, and Mr. Chris BrownEditor in Chief of The Expo

campus. The only conflict
that occurred was on the is
sue of experience. A member
of the audience questioned
McCulley's ability to preside
over the senate, which is the
job of the Executive VicePresident. Thacker aggres
sively defended McCulley's
ability to perform the job, cit
ing that she possesses the
people and managerial skills
needed to mediate senate
meetings and keep things
running smoothly.

Battle responded to this
comment by saying that ex
perience does matter. It takes
time to know the issues of the
senate, and in order to lead
people, you must know
where to lead people to.
Another audience mem
ber asked the candidates to
list their 'top goal' for the
SGA. Battle wishes to adver
tise and reach students who
are not active on campus.
Steelman's goal is to have the
student body be able to rec-

ognize the representatives
from their respective colleges.
Thacker wants to convey the
idea to students that the
group's interest is where his
interest is. His running mate
Erin McCulley expressed the
need to improve the approachability and accessibil
ity of the SGA, stating that
she believes students do not
respect the SGA.
Both parties were in agree
ment that SGA needs to take
a more active role in helping

clubs, promoting athletics,
facilitating communication
between the various col
leges, and encouraging stu
dents to become involved on
campus. The debate con
cluded with the candidates
reinforcing their ideas in a
one minute and a half speech.
Elections will be held on
March 17-18, or this Wednes
day and Thursday. Go vote!

SGA Correspondent

nent.

TERRELLfrom page1
pha Tau Omega member and
chaplain. Compass Counse
lor, and currently serves as a
senator in the SGA. He then
outlined three issues that his
candidacy seeks to resolve.
They are communication, ac
cessibility, and apathy. He
wishes to make SGA elected
representatives more acces
sible, facilitate campus wide
communication, and incorpo
rate more students into cam
pus life by getting involved.
His running mate, Erin

McCulley, did not make an
introductory speech, but in
formed those in attendance
that she was an outsider look
ing to get involved in SGA.
She said she has good
people skills, is easy to get
along with, and has the de
sire to learn the functions of
Vice-President in the SGA.
Throughout the debate,
candidates on both sides
maintained consistent and
similar views regarding what
needs to be improved on

Campus CLUB WIRE
Lambda Pi Eta is sponsoring a Communications Networking Seminar on Thursday, March 18th from 11:00 am till 4:00 pm in the Union GroveGallery.
tudents interested in Communications, Computer-MediatedCommunication and Graphic Design are encouraged to attend. Drop bybetween classes
If you interested in a career in Finance, please and come join the Financial Managers Association. An evening of networking will take place on March
31, 5p.m. to 7p.m. in Ad Science Lounge on the Third Floor. Leaders from the Huntsville community will be present to discuss career options in Finance.
If you are interested in attending the Evening of Networking or placing your name in the Resume book (FM A leaders are placing Resumes in a
The UAH Chess Club meets Thursday evenings, 6:30-11:00 pm, in the UC cafeteria. Late arrivals and early departures welcome. We are in the process of
forming a UAH chess team - none of our current players are tournament experienced, so there is room for everyone. If you're interested, please drop by.

Editor's Note: The Exponent reserves the right to edit all submissions for content. Due to space requirements, please limit announcements to
approximately 75 words. All submissions must be given directly to Chris Brown, Editor in The Exponent office, 104 University Center or emailed to
Chris Brown at exponent@email.uah.edu no later than 2 p.m. on Friday. No submissions left in the drop-box will be printed.

RAUB from page 6
opinions on the debate. Re
gardless of its eventual out
come, Ben and I will still be
able to fly off to Toronto. I've
always liked that city.
Some of you may think
Ben is a red-blooded Ameri
can male but perhaps what's
flowing in his veins could be
tinted a bit fuchsia. After all,
I've always wondered that
his relationship with pal Matt
was a bit more than
"chummy". Now that I find
funnv.
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Sights are Set for People Who Can Speak Arabic
By Jeremy Bradford
If you speak Arabic, the
Armed Forces could be inter
ested in you. According to
Sgt. Marmann of Huntsville,
"We are interested in recruit
ing Linguistics Officers, es

pecially those who speak
Arabic."
The Huntsville Recruit
ment Center is planning to
visit colleges around the area
and try to promote the ben
efits of the military. Sgt.
Marmann said, "All recruit

ing stations (nation wide) are
set to recruit for linguistics
and all the different jobs."
The Armed Services Voca
tional Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) is a military test that
concentrates on arithmetic
reasoning, word knowledge.

paragraph comprehension
and mathematics knowledge.
The ASVAB is required of all
people seeking to enlist in the
military.
Sgt. Richard Perry who
recruits for the Tennessee
National Guard said, "Obvi

ously, you want to try and put
them in as quickly as pos
sible." Perry, who was able to
speak Arabic in the first Gulf
War said he understood the
importance of the situation.
The National Guard is
planning to attend the Career

Fair on March 17 and 18 at
UAH. For more information,
you can go to www.uah.edu/
careerservices or call the Re
cruitment Centerat (256) 9221422.

Prize-Winning Essays Presented at Women's Studies
By Ginger Carter
The winners of the Fourth
Annual Women's Studies
Essay Contest presented
their prize-winning essays
during the Women's Studies
Colloquium on March 10 in
Union Grove Gallery at 7:30
PM. The presenting essay
ists were Doris Williams,
Juliet Nicole Swann, and
Laura Cole.
The Fourth Annual
Women's Studies Collo
quium was sponsored by the
UAH Women's Studies De
partment and funded by the
Kathryn Harris Education
Fund.
The criteria for the Essay
Contest included the require
ment that eligible papers must
have been written for a UAH
course during the 2003-2004
academic year. All fields of
study were eligible, as long
as the essay substantially
addressed
women
or
women's issues. Essays

were submitted anonymously
and were evaluated by
Women's Studies faculty ac
cording to criteria including
persuasiveness, clarity of ar
gument, presentation and
grammar, and awareness of
audience.
Doris Wil
liams, a graduate student in
History, presented her essay
on "Virginia Clay-Clopton
and her Role in the Alabama
Women's Suffrage Move
ment." The essay was writ
ten for a course in Alabama
History and was, according
to Williams, derived in large
part from primary sources.
Virginia Clay-Clopton was an
influential Huntsville resi
dent whose social prominence
lent viability to her support
of women's suffrage during
the early twentieth century.
Juliet Nicole Swann,
a Philosophy major, wrote her
essay for Dr. Deborah
Heikes' course on Feminist
Philosophy. It is titled "Ad
vocating Harding's Stand

point Epistemology and
Strong Objectivity: How Sci
ence has Served as Oppres
sor." Swann's paper re
counts how traditional philo
sophical approaches have
functioned
to
render
women's perspectives invis
ible.
Laura Cole's essay is
titled "Medusa, Athena, and
Patriarchy in Ancient
Greece." Cole is an Art major
and supplemented her pre
sentation with slides of an
cient Greek art illustrating the
Medusa and Athena myths.
In her essay, she observes
that "the myth of Medusa can
be interpreted to symbolize
the triumph of the masculine
over the feminine."
Gender roles were
strongly differentiated in an
cient Greece and favored
males, in terms of the distri
bution of desirable character
attributes. Athena, interest
ingly and significantly, em
bodied many of the traits pre

viously associated with maleness, including war-making
and rational thought.
Cole's essay emphasizes
connections between Me
dusa and Athena, one of the
most notable being the myth
that Athena was instrumen
tal in the destruction of the
comparatively 'feminine'
Medusa. According to Cole,
Medusa "can be interpreted
to symbolize all of the fears
the Greek males had about
women." As a powerful
woman.
Medusa
"threaten[ed] to undermine
everything the Greeks were
taught to believe. The men
of Greece had created a sys
tem that was for and by them.
Certain preventative mea
sures had to be taken to en
sure the continuation of the
system. The myth of Athena,
Perseus, and Medusa is a
perfect metaphor for the tri
umph of Greek patriarchy
over the feminine in the an
cient world."

Commenting on her moti
vation in producing the es
say, Cole says, "I am always
interested in taking all the
frills and magic out of the
myths to see what they are
really about. These stories
were all created by the minds
of men after all, and so they
mean something; the charac
ters they created are there for
a reason, to serve some pur
pose."
The Women's Studies Es
say Contest was conceived
by Dr. Merrall Price, Asst.
Prof, of English, and Dr. Sheri
Shuck, Asst. Prof, of History,
when they became joint Fac
ulty Advisors to the
Women's Studies Student
Organization (WSSO) in Fall
2000. Dr. Price views the Es
say Contest as "a great op
portunity to share important
writing in a field [Women's
Studies] that lends itself so
readily to interdisciplinary
work, and also to see the work
produced for classes our col

leagues are teaching."
According to the UAH
Women's Studies website,
"Women's Studies is the
scholarly study of women's
issues within various disci
plines. The principal focus is
on the contributions, per
spectives, and experiences of
women in all areas of human
endeavor. These include the
status, portrayal, or achieve
ments of women in areas
such as art, history, science,
business, engineering, and
medicine."
"The Women's Studies
perspective exposes an over
whelming amount of knowl
edge that had previously
been invisible in our intellec
tual environment and devel
ops theoretical perspectives
concerning these omis
sions."
Visit the UAH Women's
Studies
website
at
www.uah.edu/colleges/liberal/womensstudies/.

Language Society Explores History of the Calendar
By Ginger Carter
The Society for Ancient
Languages recently pre
sented a program titled
"History's Heirloom: The Cal
endar." The program was pre
sented in Union Grove Gal
lery on March 4 at 7 PM and
included readings in Latin by
several Society members, as
well as a slide presentation
and lecture by UAH Art His
tory Instructor Martha Vines.
The Latin readings, from
Ovid's "Fasti" ("Calendar" in
Latin), explored the connec
tions among ancient mythol
ogy, the pantheon of the
gods, and the development
of the calendar. Ovid's "In
troduction" to "Fasti I" was
read by Shawn Youngblood,
President. "Janus/Fasti I"
was read by Brandon Hyder;
"April/Fasti IV" was read by
Joseph Richardson, Secre
tary. Leslie Hodges, VicePresident, read "Romulus and
Remus/Fasti IV," and Bill
Bailey, Treasurer, read "May/
Fasti V." All of the Latin read
ings were followed by the
readers' English translations.
A musical interlude was
provided by Joelle Dreiling,

Chief Assistant of the Soci
ety, who sang an Italian aria,
a cappella, titled "O Mio
Babbino Caro."
Ms. Vines' presentation
included slides of a painting
of the funeral of Germanicus,
to whom Ovid's "Fasti" was
dedicated, by the artist Ben
jamin West. Also included
were slides of images of the
two-headed Roman god Ja
nus, for whom the month of
January was named. Janus,
who is often depicted facing
in two opposite directions,
was perceived as the god of
changes, who ushered out
the old year while simulta
neously ushering in the new.
Other works of art in
cluded depictions of the ab
duction and attempted res
cue of the Sabine women, in
cidents which have been as
sociated with the month of
March. Botticelli's famous
painting "Primavera" was
also among the works of art
discussed.
In commenting on the
connections between my
thology, the calendar, and art,
Martha Vines noted, "Of spe
cial interest is the close rep
resentation of Botticelli's

'Floralia' from his 15th-cen
tury painting 'Primavera' to
Ovid's poetic description in
Book V of 'Fasti,' leading
scholars to speculate that
Botticelli's composition was
based directly upon the
poem."
His presentation during
the "Fasti" program repre
sented the last public read
ing as Society President for
Shawn Youngblood. He will
also preside in April, when the
Society for Ancient Lan
guages will sponsor two pre
sentations by Dr. Karl
Galinsky of the University of
Texas at Austin. Dr. Galinsky
will lecture on Ovid and Ro
man poetry.
In commenting on the
Society's 2003-2004 year and
his tenure as President,
Youngblood said, "Our ob
jectives this year have been
to translate and study selec
tions from two works of po
etry by Ovid, who was exiled
from Rome by Augustus Cae
sar in the 1st century AD.
Last semester we covered his
'Metamorphoses.' This se
mester we chose to dig be
neath our Fall introduction to
classical mythology and

study how the Romans man
aged to maintain such a large
pantheon of gods."
"We discovered that their
calendar did, indeed, serve
them just as it serves us: to
remind them when to show
gratitude to what or whom.
In fact, the structure of the
calendar itself has changed
very little since Julius Caesar.
The names of the months
have not changed at all.
Ovid's 'Fasti,' which means
'Calendar' in Latin, is a me
tered collection of stories
about the names of our
months and important days."
Youngblood continues,
"The Society for Ancient
Languages is a wonderful
supplement to the Latin
classes taught by Dr. Rich
ard Gerberding, who is also
our Faculty Advisor, but I feel
that its real rewards are in its
supplement to a university
education as a whole. The
Society has a bifold effect: it,
along with Dr. Gerberding's
Latin instruction, provides an
understanding of the lan
guage that goes well beyond
grammatical composition and
into a more conceptual ideol
ogy; also, our subject matter

informs us of the causes be
hind this ideology. The result
is a solid understanding of
how the Romans perceived
and controlled the world
around them, the remnants of
which still survive virtually
everywhere, such as the cal
endar, for example."
Youngblood credits his
three-year involvement with
the Society for Ancient Lan
guages as one of the most
important experiences of his
education. "Once I joined the
Society, I learned the intrin
sic value of a good educa
tion. I am no longer worried
about 'life after college' be
cause I feel that I now have a
solid foundation to build
upon. Thanks to the Society
and, of equal importance, Dr.
Gerberding, I feel that I now
have not only the skills, but
also the understanding
needed to become a useful
member of ourglobal commu
nity. I am proud to be the
President of this organiza
tion, an office through which
I have done my best to repay
my debts; but it continues to
do more for me than I could
ever do for it. Dr. Gerberding
has created an absolutely

wonderful entity in the Soci
ety for Ancient Languages,
and I will always be grateful
both to it and to him."
In his reflections on
the 2003-2004 academic year.
Dr. Gerberding observes, "It
has been a good year for the
group. Shawn Youngblood
has been an excellent leader.
He combines an enviable fa
cility for organization and
leadership with a true aca
demic love of the ancient
world and what it has to teach
us. The fact that he has con
vinced Professor Galinsky to
come to UAH as the Society's
guest speaker in early April
is quite a coup. KarlGalinksi
is probably the world's lead
ing authority on Ovid and his
visit will make a perfect end
ing to a very good year."
The Society for An
cient Languages will sponsor
a trip to Greece in May 2004.
For more information, visit
the Society's website at
www.uah.edu/student_life/
o r g a n i z a t i o n s / SA L /
index.html.

The President's Corner will not appear in this week's edition of The Exponent due to a lack of submission by the SGA President.
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FOR SALE
800Mhz Computer System
Speakers and Printer Incuded
$250 or best offer
jeff.co(ten@idecjedstoreiinnyjnil
-3ii4ffc*n(2ttaaitream>iTi>
1995 Pontiac Grand Prix SE
Sedan, Heads Up Display,
4DR, Blue,
120K, V6, Auto, CD, cruise,
power seats/locks. $3,250
OBO. 256-527-1071.
1990 Ford Probe, 2-door,
white, recently installed CD
and speakers, 164K miles,
cruise, power mirrors, auto
matic, runs great, $ 1,150, (256)
717-7455
Apartments for rent:
Southeast Parkway off
Weatherly Road and North
west Off Sparkman, 2 Bed
room, 2 Bathroom $465 per
month, 1st month free. Call
256-468-9698.
HP Pavilion XE793,Celeron
700 MHz,128 MB,20 GB,24X
CDRW, NIC &
Modem .Floppy Drive, inte
grated Video and Sound
card,2 USB,keyboard &
mouse,speakers,15"
monitor,Windows
ME,original HP Recovery
CDs,free lexmark printer.
$160,256-824-3483.
TurboTax Business software
new in box. $75obo. Leave
message at 536-7582.
1997 GEO Prizm, dark blue,
115K miles, automatic, 4-door,
runs
great,
$3150
OBO.(256)890-9120/961-7636.
Lawnmower for sale - 21"
push mower, barely used, $50
OBO. Call 864-2528.

MISC.
FRATERNITIESSOSRORTIESCLUBS-STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
Earn $1000-$2000 this se
mester with a proven Cam
pus Fundraiser 3 hour
fundrasing event. Our free
prgram makes fundraisin
easy with no risks.
Fundrasing dates are filling
quickly, so get with the pro
gram! It works. Contact
Campus Fundreaiser at
888.923.3238, or visit www,
campus fundraiser.com

Hands-on
Advanced
Dreamweaver Training Sat,
Mar 13 9:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.
Salmon Library, Rm 211 Stu
dents pay $29 Registration 9
a . m . C o n t a c t
vicepresident @ stc-na.org to
pre-register Hurry! Limited
space
SPRING BREAK PANAMA
CITY BEACH FL "SUM
MIT" LUXURY CONDOS
NEXT TO LAVELA &SPINNAKER CLUBS. SAVE
WITH OWNER DISCOUNT
RATES. (404) 355-9367.

JOBS
NEED EXTRA INCOME?
Start part-time for a national
marketing organization. High
potential commissions. Ex
cellent instruction. Set your
own hours. Call 256-837-0436
Sports Writers NEEDED: to
cover baseball, Softball, track""
and field, and tennis (men's
and women's). If interested
please contact Ronak Patel at
ro_93@hotmail.com.
NEW LOCAL PHONE SERVICE-Experience desired, but
not required.* Furnished
leads provided* We sign up
a minimum of 1 in 4 people
we talk to* Reps average
$600-$900 + paid weekly*
Career/Management oppor
tunities* Flexable hours*
Lots of fun!* Outdoor work transportation required*
Best college job you'll ever
find!!Call 800-777-8902 be
tween 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.
STUDENT WORK: 23-yearold International Company
that specializes in giving stu
dents a good paycheck, great
resume experience and a
chance for scholarships has
positions available in cus
tomer sales and service with
no cold calling or canvass
ing. The positions are flex
ible around calls. Conditions
apply-all ages 18+. For more
information you can call the
local office at 256-881-9310 or
you can go online at
www.collegestudentwork.com
Babysitter needed for infant,
Madison area home, 4-10
hours/week, during business
hours. References and expe
rience required. Call 890-9170
to set up an interview.

Classifieds
Quick Thinking
Across
1 Invitation request
5 Before boss or vote
10 Well
:Of good
upbringing
14 Pelvic bones
15 Crown
16 Crackling sound
17 Sleazy salesman, for one
19 St. Patrick's area
20 Explosive
21 Feed the kitty
22 More blurred
24 Motionless
26 Lodged
28 Washington portrait
holders
30 Tined
33 Below the required
standards
36 Water add on
38 McDonald's Kroc
39 Colt or filly
40 American stopping point
41 Ripped
42 Takes too much cocaine
43 Professor Hill of
Clarence Thomas fame
44 Monks' hoods
45 Ends a law suit
47 Arrange in order
49 Hindu god
51 Pharmacy tool
55 Great Italian tenor
57
club
59 40th President, to some
60 Charges
61 To go nowhere
64 Royal ditch
65 Trance
66 Bridge feat
67 Benevolent brothers
68 Treatise
69 John of PGA fame
Down
1 Breakups

Crossword 101
By Ed Canty

2 Tilt
3 View
4
Riley:NBA coach
5 Position
6 Sudden loss at pinball
7 Fall worker
8 Exist
9 Old-timer
10 Insolent
11 Gardener's quick fix
12 In addition
13 Fall targets
18 Corrupt
23 Stagg, to some
25 Work hard
27 Verdi work units
29 Formal breach
31 Scruggs, for one
32 Stains
33 Flying saucers
34 Protuberance
35 Basketball rush
37 Snitch
40 A very small town
41 Kindergarteners

43 Poor thing!
44 Pussyfoot
46 Has confidence in
48 Without pretense
50 Actress Moorehead
52 Singing syllables
53 Type of anesthetic
54 Opponent
55 Arrive
56 Military truant
58 Zorba the Greek's
Kedrova
62 USPO competitor
63 Angel dust

I was walking down
the street wearing
glasses when the
prescription ran out.
• • • Steven Wright

By GFR Associates • • • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com

THE REAL EXPONENT

BY CfiBLQ PISCICELL1

Everyone's got a reality show, nowadays...

Pff... Look at this guy! aah.

then why shouldn't 'The Exponent'

what a moron!

What the hell are you doing?
Someone stole your shirt?

"^Listen James, i'm opening th new
it's called
Pizza Duonascra. Why don't you come over tomorrow,
and have a look-see? Don't let me down here...
i'm counting on you, capisce?".

have one?

I gotta entertain.right?

8:20 AM - selecting the 'Dear Suzy' letters.

:00 AM - Jorge Rauband F.li/abeth Bice

15:00 PM - James Flusher thinking about
a new restaurant to review.

